Cross-disciplinary innovation in action

Exploring Bioethics
Nicolle Strand L’13 JD/MBE (Bioethics) earned a joint degree and now works for the President's Bioethics Commission.
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STUDENTS

Cross-Disciplinary Fair
Meet representatives from partner schools who can answer your questions about joint degree and certificate programs.

Law & Tech Funding
New CTIC scholarship to be awarded to JD students pursuing joint degrees in law and technology.

FACULTY

COURSES & DEGREES
Law Without Borders
JD/MA International Studies students gain the language, business, and cultural skills to assume positions of international leadership.

Social Impact
Anjali Bushan L’17 talks about pursuing her JD/MSW at Penn.

CAREERS

SCOTUS Clerkship
Parker Rider-Longmaid L’13 has been selected as a clerk for Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Career Prep
Joel Dankwa L’17 discusses his tech internship experiences working on intellectual property transactions and data security.

CLINICS & EXTERNSHIPS

Practice Skills
In a new article, Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic director Praveen Kosiur describes what makes the best business lawyers.

Step Forward
New invention spurs students in Penn Law’s Detkin IP/Tech Clinic to master the intricacies of patent law.

PRO BONO
EVENTS

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2015

Cross-Disciplinary Fair
2:45 pm - 4:15 pm
The Goat

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2015

Holistic Service: How cross-disciplinary programs can enhance your public interest work
12:00 pm
Tanenbaum 142